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one. been in some way
exposed’ to information
concerning matters of public
interest.”); United States v. Hill,
711 F.2d 1564, 1577 (8th Cir.
1983) (“[I]nformation about the
possession of legal ammunition
is a matter of public interest.”).
The extent of Miller’s crimes is
readily apparent from the
nature of the documents; they
were addressed to the CIA,
acknowledged his conviction,
and requested leniency.
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Moreover, each document listed
Miller’s name and address in
the subject line, providing a
clear address for enforcement
authorities to find him. Thus,
“the fact that a specific
individual becomes a target is a
sufficient ‘interest of the public’
to warrant disclosure of the
information.” Id. Miller’s status
as a convicted felon is also a
matter of public interest. While
victim anonymity is often a
concern in civil proceedings,
there is no general right of
victims to keep their names
private. See Doe v. Nat’l Bd. of
Med. Exam’rs, 199 F. Supp. 2d
1167, 1171 (N.D. Cal. 2002)
(“[T]he Federal False Claims Act
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as well as other statutes...
create an express exception to
the general rule of victim 4
confidentiality and indicate that
a plaintiff may be named if it is,
in the court’s judgment,
necessary to permit ‘adequate
preparation or presentation of
the case.’”) (emphasis added)
(quoting 18 U.S.C. § 1520(b));
see also United States v. Bowe,
172 F.3d 1005, 1014 (9th Cir.
1999). If the government had
tried to conceal the identity
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made the most delicious
Christmas chocolate truffles and

the truffle recipe I used was a
modified version of the version
listed in my Truffle Book. So if
you have any questions please
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let me know. They were a huge
hit at parties and our holiday

card. Yesterday while perusing
through the fruit bowl one

evening, I was reminded of the
goodness that was once within
it. I was reminded of the joy of

some of the treats I used to love
and the delicious bite of that
flavor. So for this recipe I’m

going to play “the flavor song”
and sing, “This fruit cake, made
with cherries, has become part

of my harvest … and then I
found it, deep in the depths of
the fruit bowl, waiting for my
attention”. In the words of the

“Honeybaked Ham” music
group, “I found a little piece of
heaven in my fruit bowl … ”.
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This cake is sweet and moist
with a delicious fruity flavor and
set with just a hint of spice with
this cinnamon glaze. I adore the

Dutch Oven method of cake
making and love to bake cake in

this old-fashioned cast iron
skillet. The beauty of the cast

iron skillet is that it is non-
reactive so no nasty chemical
reactions occur when these

pans bake. If you have never
used this method of baking a

cake, I would advise you to try
it. My cast iron pans are 8.5
inches in diameter, about 3

inches deep with a depth equal
to the baking tin. I like to bake
small cakes like this one in a 9
inch cast iron pan. This recipe
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can be made in a mix, mix and
bake, or self-mixing machine
and I love the texture of the
butter cake with a dusting of
powdered sugar, and a thick

glaze made with your favorite
confectioners sugar and milk. It

would be delicious with a
dusting of powdered sugar and

a drizzle of your favorite
chocolate sauce. Mix all

ingredients together and set
aside. 6d1f23a050
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